SCIENCE-ADVERTISEMENTS

ADVERTISEMENTS USEFUL TO SCIENCE
"Your Money's Worth; A study in the waste of the consumer's dollar,"
by Stuart Chase and F. J. Schlink, published in I927 by The Macmillan Company, has quickly attained a large sale and much influence. It has been
selected by the Book-of-the-Month Club as one of the twelve books of the
year most worthy of general reading. In the final paragraph of the summary
the authors write:
Never believe advertisements of competitive goods (except in scientific journals),
and say so, loudly, clearly and on every possible occasion. Thus may ultimately
advertising that you can believe-copy backed by impartial scientific authority.
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Earlier in the book (page I62) it iS said:
For advertising which really informs and so fulfills a useful economic function, look
through a copy of Science or the Physical Review or The Scientific Monthly. These
magazines cater to professional men almost exclusively. Here, for instance, is a copy
of a page advertisement in Science for November I2, i926: First comes a picture of an
instrument; not an impressionistic picture but an informing one.
Price $222.oo f. o. b. New York
Zeiss Abbe Refractometer.
Range nD = 1.3 to nD = I.7; accurate within about
two units in the 4th decimal. With heatable prism.
Complete in case with thermometer, and dispersion
table.
The above tells exactly what the scientific man wants to know about a refractometer if he is in the market for one. There is no attempt to make him yearn for
article that he cannot afford, for the price is given. The statement of accuracy is a real
contract upon which the buyer can obtain refund if he finds the instrument not up to
the claims.
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Under instructions from the editor, the advertising department of
SCIENCE seeks to obtain only advertisements that are useful to scientific
men, are *orth what 'they cost to the advertiser, and are as reliable as the
contents of the editorial pages of the journal. It may not be desirable to
reject advertisements that are offered, and statements made are not necessarily endorsed, for a certain freedom must be allowed to signed advertisements such as an editor allows to signed communications. The advertising
department will, however, welcome information as to any statement made
in an advertisement that may appear to be incorrect or misleading, as it will
the assistance of scientific men in obtaining advertisements that are useful
to science and in purchasing what they need from advertisers in the journal.
SCIENCE is supplied to subscribers at less than the cost of printing, and
advertisements are essential for its support and improvement. In an article
entitled " The journal Science and the American Association for the Advancement of Science " printed in the issue for October 8, I926, it is remarked:
Not only SCIENCE, but also those who read it and even those scientific men who
not read it but none the less profit by its existence, are under real obligations to
the advertisers who make its publication possible. The advertisements are a matter of
business, more profitable it may be hoped to the advertisers than to the journal, but
none the less they are thus cooperating with scientific men in advancing their common
interests, which are also the 'interests of the nation. Many subscribers have expressed
the opinion that they find the advertising pages one of the most interesting and useful
departments of SCIENCE.
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